Challenges and opportunities in planetary health for primary care providers

Primary care providers (PCPs) are trusted to provide a person-centred, comprehensive, and integrated response to health challenges. Through preventive health measures, PCPs also have a responsibility to strengthen the resilience of the communities they serve. Many environmental alterations, including climate change, air pollution, biodiversity loss, freshwater depletion, land use change, and exposures to toxic chemicals, threaten the advances in human health experienced in the past decades. PCPs can be instrumental in helping to address some of the causes and consequences of these environmental alterations.1 Regarding climate change, for example, leadership and action by PCPs can enhance existing efforts to mitigate and adapt to diverse effects, producing many benefits for patients, health-care systems, and planetary health in general.

The health effects of climate change can be categorised as direct (eg, heat stroke), indirect (eg, mental illness after experiencing floods), or mediated through societal systems (eg, population displacement after drought or conflict).1,2 Social determinants of health affect the vulnerability of populations to climate change and their capacity to adapt. Policies that address these determinants and the drivers of climate change span all sectors, including transportation, energy, agriculture, and the economy.1

PCPs can exert influence through their social capital, to support favourable policies and create health co-benefits, with evidence showing that PCPs could earn more trust from the general public than public health experts or government agencies.4,5 Moreover, PCPs are often opinion leaders and advocates for evidence-based interventions, and they are widely distributed and connected to their communities.

Health-related interventions with environmental co-benefits can be provided by PCPs across the spectrum of climate change causes and effects (figure). We divide these actions into four categories that encompass the breadth of practice of PCPs and reflect the diversity of roles that are involved.

Aside from treating illness, PCPs can have a major role in health care, promotion, and prevention. Aside from
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direct care for illnesses, PCPs can make recommendations to individuals for changes in behaviour that have environmental co-benefits. For example, they can recommend increasing physical activity by shifting from motorised to active transport, healthier diets with low environmental impact including little or no red meat and high fruit and vegetable intake, and family planning. With established disease, PCPs may adjust therapies to adapt to environmental stress. For instance, anticipatory guidance and modification of medications (ie, modification of the drug course, dosage, or medication itself) is available to elderly patients during heatwaves. Additionally, since PCPs are often the first to encounter disease, they serve an important surveillance function for vector-borne and other infectious diseases, as suggested by a comparison of neighbouring cities in Brazil. Finally, after climate-related events (eg, floods and storms), PCPs can provide support to reduce physical and mental health effects in affected individuals.

PCPs can also have a role in health system strengthening. They represent a large portion of the worldwide human resource for health care, so they should have an input into the workforce planning for the anticipated worsening of climate-sensitive conditions, such as respiratory illnesses or emerging zoonotic diseases arising from land use and other environmental changes. Their connection to the communities they serve allows PCPs to involve social and environmental determinants of health, instead of taking a purely biomedical approach, to care or increase preparedness for vulnerable populations, for example elderly and homeless people, people with low income, and coastal or drought-prone populations. Moreover, the resilience of the primary health-care infrastructure can be increased to mitigate the health effects of climate change, for example by reducing emissions of climate-altering pollutants through improved energy efficiency or low-carbon sources of energy.

PCPs can help introduce planetary health concepts in education and research using training curricula and professional educational materials. Patients can receive education on public health education directly from PCPs, and the educational material can be developed with primary care input. In some contexts, policy-makers rely on the expert interpretation of PCPs to inform decisions through briefs, deputations, or other means. In research and academia, PCPs can recommend research priorities or engage in investigations regarding population health, such as a recent evaluation of air quality alerts. Climate changes and other environmental changes can be acknowledged as contributory factors to individual clinical cases or to changes in population health (eg, changes relating to extended allergy seasons, or to the effect of heat stress on risk of death in elderly people).

Finally, PCPs can have an important role in advocacy. Health professionals can take part in the social marketing of health information related to environmental change, and advocate for adaptation and mitigation actions. PCPs can also prompt governing bodies to take actions that affect the climate and the environment by highlighting the associated health benefits. A divestment from fossil fuels and support for well designed carbon taxes, for instance, could improve overall health and reduce income inequality. At the professional level, organisations such as the World Organisation of Family Doctors are taking leadership in this form of advocacy. At the local level, PCPs can help lead community intersectoral cooperation, join community action groups, or behave as role models, for example by leading waste reduction and recycling or active travel campaigns.

Our framework provides clear parallels between changes in health behaviours (eg, smoking, exercise, nutrition) and climate change adaptation and mitigation strategies. As experts in these health behaviours, PCPs can also serve the community as strong promoters of actions that encourage environmental change. The complex and multi-faceted health effects of environmental change require the unique ability of PCPs to combine their legitimacy as knowledge experts with a close professional relationship to the people they treat. We are confident that PCPs can recognise and potentiate their current position as the foundation for health systems by using evidence to protect planetary health.
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